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One Community, Many Facets





Our Dance
Program
features a full
range of
sequential,
guided
instruction
focusing on
the joy of the
art of dance.

With an
emphasis on
nurturing
the whole
dancer, our
faculty works
with each
student to
develop
confidence
and creativity
as well as
performance
and technical
dance skills.





From learning the basics... to composing in our Music Lab...

Our students have the opportunities to
explore and express themselves through music
in many ways.





Our Expressive Arts department works with
thousands of individuals and groups
throughout Monroe and the surrounding
counties providing music, art, and dance
therapy to a wide range of individuals.



Music FUNdamentals classes provide brain-
building socialization, exposure to music ,
and more with our early childhood faculty.







Our Ensembles programs are
places for students to enjoy
camaraderie, build musical
skills, and instill confidence.





Individual Instruction is at
the heart of Hochstein's
comprehensive program and
is the most effective way to
make significant progress in
your musical skills.

We provide instruction for
people of all ages and abilities.

In addition, Hochstein
provides over $275,000 yearly
in need-based scholarships.





Our community involves many partnerships
around town, performances that are free to the
public, interactive events, and, of course, lots of
shared pizza.



Our Suzuki program begins at age 3 years, and
is based in the belief that young children learn
to play music in much the same way they learn
their native language-through listening,
repetition, support and parent involvement.

Hochstein's Suzuki faculty have all studied
Suzuki Pedagogy and they are passionate
about helping students experience the unique
Suzuki approach to learning.







Our Mission: To provide people of all ages,
backgrounds, and abilities with access to
excellent music and dance education in a
community that nurtures and encourages
personal achievement. Join us!








